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Thermal study of a wall jet 

M. F. SCIBILIA-COCHERIL and J. LUAP (MEUDON) 

THE AIM of this work is to study a wall jet at the chosen velocity of 2 ms- 1 , blowing above a metal 
plate in a wind tunnel; the Reynolds number based on the height of the convergent exit is 533. 
At the transition point of the flow, in the test section, a line heat source is located; it consists 
of a tungsten wire heated, electrically fixed to the wall plate, normally to the flow, and placed 
successively at three different heights above the . plate. In the first phase, the wire was heated 
continuously: the temperature profiles obtained by a thermocouple showed a very rapid thermal 
diffusion. These temperature profiles are similar to turbulence rate profiles. The shift between 
the peaks which occurs is due to the partial absorption of the heat by the wall. In the second 
phase, the tungsten wire was heated intermittently by a quadratic signal and the thermal dif
fusion and the new velocity profile were studied considering the line heat source as the passive 
contaminant [1]. The study may have numerous applications for problems as: distribution of 
smoke leaving a chimney, heat transfer from a nuclear plant, effect of urban heating on the 
surroundings, heat transfer in certain installations of glass or steel works, meteorology (heat 
plumes). -
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W pracy przeprowadzono badanie strumienia przyrsc1ennego przeplywajqcego z pr~dkosciq 
2 ms- 1 nad metalowq plytq umieszczonq w tunelu aerodynamicznym. Liczba Reynoldsa, zde
finiowana dla wysokosci na wyjsciu z dyszy, wynosila 533. W punkcie przejsciowym badanego 
obszaru umieszczono liniowe zr6dlo ciepla (drut wolframowy ogrzewany elektrycznie) umoco
wane r6wnolegle do plyty i prostopadle do kierunku przeplywu. Zr6dlo to bylo kolejno prze
mieszczane w trzech polozeniach ponad plytq. W pierwszej fazie, drut ogrzewano w spos6b 
ciqgly: profile temperatury mierzone za pomocq termopary wykazywaly bardzo szybkq dyfuzj~ 
termicznq. Profile te byly podobne do profili nat~zenia turbulencji. Przesuni~cie mi~dzy maksi
mami pojawialo si~ wskutek cz~sciowej absorpcji ciepla przez sciany. W drugiej fazie, drut 
ogrzewano w spos6b przerywany, sterowany sygnalem: dyfuzj~ termicznq i nowe profile pr~d
kosci badano przyjmujqc, ze liniowe zr6dlo ciepla jest biernym elementem zaburzajqcym [1]. 
Przeprowadzone badania mog'l miec liczne zastosowania w zagadnieniach: rozkladu dymu 
opuszczaj'lcego komin, przenoszenia ciepla z zaklad6w nuklearnych, wplywu ogrzewania miast 
na otoczenie, przenoszenia ciepla w niekt6rych instalacjach hut stali lub szkla oraz meteoro
logii. 

B pa6oTe HCCJie~yeTCH OKOJIOCTeHHbiR llOTOI<, npoTeKaJOtnHR CO CKOpOCTbiO 2 MC- 1 Ha~ Me
TaJimlqeci<OR nJiacTHHoii, noMei..QeHHOR· B a3pO~HHaMuqecKOM TyHeJie. l.JncJio Peii:HoJih~ca, 
onucannoe ~JIH BhiCOThi Ha Bhrxo~e conJia, cocraBJIHJio 533. B To~e nepexo~a HCCJie.zzyeMoii 
06JiaCTH, 6hiJI llOMetneH JIHHeRHhlR HCTOqHHK TenJia (npOBO~ H3 TyrCTeHHTa, o6orpeBaeMbiR 
C llOMOtnhiO 3JieKTp03HeprHH), 3aKperrJieHHbiR rrapaJIJieJibHO Ha~ IIJiaCTHHOM H no~ IIpHMbiM 
yrJIOM K Ha~paBJieHHIO TeqeHHH. 3TOT HCTO~K rrepeMetnaJICH rrooqepe~o! IIO TpeM Harrpa
BJieHHHM Ha~ rrJiaCTHHOR. B nepBoii: <l:Ja3e npoBo~ o6orpeBaJICH HerrpepbiBHO : TeMrrepaTypHbie 
IIpO<iJHJIH H3MepHJIHCb C IIOMOI..QbiO TepMOIIapbl H BbiHBHJIH oqeHb 6biCTpyro TepMO~H<l:J<l:Jy3HIO. 
3TH rrpocl:>HJIH 6biJIH no~o6Hbi ~o rrpo<l:JnJieii: HHTeHCHBHOCTH Typ6yJieHTHOCTH. HecoBrra~eHHe 
MaKCHMaJihHbiX 3HaqeHHR IIOHBJIHJIOCh BCJie~CTBHe qaCTHqHOM a6cop6QHH TeiiJia CTeHKOR. 
Bo BTopoM: <Pa3e rrpoBo~, rro~orpeBaJicH c rrepepbiBaMH, yrrpaBJIHeMbiMH cnrHaJiaMH: TepMH
qeci<aH ~H<l:J<l:Jy3HH H HOBble npo<l:JHJIH CI<OpOCTH B rrpe~IIOJIO)I{eHHH, qTo JIHHeRHhiR HCTOqHHK 
TeiiJia HBJIHeTCH IIaCCHBHbiM B03Myi..QaiOI..QHM 3JieMeHTOM [1]. flpOBO~HMbie HCCJie~oBaHHH 
MoryT HaiiTH MHoroqncJieHHoe npHMeHeHHe B 3a~aqax: pacrrpe~eJieHHH ~hiMa, BhiXO~Hr.nero 
H3 Tpy6hi, rrepeHOCa TeiiJia, HO rrpe~IIpHHTHHX HCII~Jlb3YI0I..QHX BHyTpHH~epHyro 3HeprHIO 
BJIHHHHH T3Y ropo~oB Ha oKpymaror.nyrocpe~y, nepeHoca TerrJia B Hei<oTophiX ycrpo!lcrBax 
Ha MeTaJIJiyprnqeci<HX H cTei<aJihHhiX 3aBo~ax, a Tal{)l{e B MeTeopoJiorHH. 
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1. Introduction 

STUDIES concerning turbulent boundary layer in the presep.ce of a line source of heat 
have been made. P. PARANTHOEN and M. TluNITE [1], D. J. SCHLIEN and S. CORRSIN [2] 
have studied the influence of a source, supposing that the flux is zero on the wall. M. BE
LORGEY and M. TluN'ITE [3] have considered that in a turbulent boundary layer, the con
ditions of the wall have some influence on the temperature profiles. G. F. MARsTERs, 
B. HowKINs and E. KoRTSHAK [4] have studied the influence of a heated wall jet above 
a plate simulating a heated ventilated plane jet coming from an engine compressor and 
hitting aircraft flaps. Wall temperature distrib~tions and temperature profiles in the flow 
field are reported. NGUYEN' ANH DUNG [5] has brought a contribution to the heat transfer 
study in a turbulent boundary layer when there exists a line heat source. We applied 
digital technics allowing instantaneous and simultaneous velocity and temperature measure
ments. 

But there does not seem to be as yet a study of a wall jet in the presence of- a heat 
line source. 

2. Apparatus. and procedure 

A wind tunnel (Fig. 1) supplie.s a wall jet at a low velocity by a fan with a maximum 
flux of 0.25 m3 s"'"' 1 • The upstream part of the exit nozzle is furnished with a honey comb 
and different filters to laminarize the jet. The convergent exit is 30 cm w'ide and 0.4 cm 
high. The test section is 30 cm high and is made of a metal . plate 120 cm long as basis, 

, and ·of three plexiglass walls. A Cartesian support allows the displacement of the hot 

3 

FIG. f. Wind tunnel. 1- fan, 2- valve,' 3- settling chamber,. 4 :_honey comb; 5- nozzle, 6- metal 
plate, 7--:- support, 8 - hot wire sqpport, 9 - hot wire, 10 - anemometer, 11 - inte8rator, 12- volt

meter. 
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wire and the thermocouple in the vertical symmetry plane with a precision of 0.1 mm. 
The preturbulence of the ffow is in the range 0.3% at the chosen velocity of 2 ms-1 • 

The transition zone where the line source is located, begins at a distance from the 
convergent exit equal to ten times its height hs. The source consists of a tungsten wire 
of a length of 30 cm, parallel to the base plate and normal to the flow (Fig. 2). In the first 
phase this wire (diameter d = 100 fL} is heated electrically by a direct current continuously. 
The power dissipated by the wire varies from 70 to 80 watts/m according to its location 
with respect to the jet. In the second phase this tungsten wire is heated intermittently 
with the same power as in the previous case by applying an on/off signal of a two-second 
period. The velocity. measurements were made by a calibrated (DISA) hot wire anemo
meter along the plate [6]. 

y 

Tun 'Sten wire 

0 . X 

FIG. 2. Plane wall jet. 

The mean temperature measurements were made by a manganine-constantan calibrated 
thermocouple with copper connection wires, of a diameter 1/10 mm. A continuously 
working recorder gives temperature variations. 

Experiments were realized for three different heights above the plate 

h h h 
-h = 0.375, -h = 0.75, h = 1.75. 

s s s 

3. lnftuence of the temperafure of a wall jet on velocity profiles 

The presence of a tungsten wire located in a transition zone and heated by the Joule 
effect changes the temperature of the wall jet above the plate. We may conclude that 
the ambient temperature Ta in the test section is modified in function of the heat dissipa
tion around the tungsten wire; the measurements of velocity profiles by. a hot wire anemo
meter must then be compensated for ambient temperature variations. 

3.1. The overheating temperature 

The hot wire is heated to a certain temperature T1 called overheating temperature. 
Let b be the temperature coefficient of the electric resistance of the hot wire; we can write 
the hot resistance as 
(3.1) Rf = Ra+htRa(Tf-293), 

10 Arch. Mecb. Stos. nr 5-6/82 
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R, being the cold resistance of the wire, we have 

(3.2) R1 = (1 +s)R,, 

s being the overheating coefficient 

For a platinum wire 
b1 = 3.6x10- 3 K- 1 • 

In our case s = 0. 7 and T1 = 487.44 K. 

3.2. Correction of the velocity for temperature variations 

M. F. SciBILIA-CocHERIL AND J. LuAP 

Let us write the King law connecting the velocity u to the tension V at the ends of the 
hot wire 

R1 J2 = V 2 = R1(1f- T,)(A+Byu), 

I being the overheating intensity. 
A and B are given by the expressions 

(3.4) A = 0 42 ~ lP0
•
20 

. b1R, r ' 

(3.5) B = 0 57~ lP0 •33(!!_)o.s 
. b1 R, r 'V ' 

l - \>eing the thermal conductibility, I- being the hot wire length, P, - being the 
Prandtl number, d- being the diameter of the wire. 

We can also write 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

.91 = ARiT1 -T), 

PJI = BRJ(T1 -T). · 

The values of A and Bare known by the calibration of the hot wire (V2
• plotted as 

a function of yu). 
In our case we find 

R1 = 8.Q or t = 20°C, .91, = 3.8 V and f!l, = 2.2 V.s.m- 1
• 

Let t,oc be the ambient temperature = 19°C or T~ = 292 K-t, so we can write the 
King law as 

(3.8) 

We suppose that T9 is the mean temperature at a given point when the tungsten wire 
is heated. We can know T9 by temperature profiles obtained by the thermocouple measure
ments. 

REID and SHERWOOD [7] give the relationship connecting l and , to the temperature T: 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

AJm(g) 
Arm( a) 

"'r.m(g) 
'~~rm(a) 
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with 

Tf+Ta 
Tfm(a) = 

2 

679 

For the same value of the tension V, the value of the velocity depends on the tempera
ture. 

So for two temperatures Ta and T, we can write from Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) 

RiTf- Ta)(Aa+Ba yua) = Rf(Tf-T9)(A9 +B9 y'u9 ). 

The value of the velocity u, at the temperature T, is then 

( ;- )2 _ da+ffla l Ua-dg 
Ug-

r!lg 

and so 

In o.ur case we have 

da= 3.8V, ffla= 2.2V.s.m- 1
, 

1f = 487 K, . Ta = 293 K. 

We can conclude that it is possible to know the exact value of the velocity at a given 
point above the plate by a correction which takes account of the variation of temperature 
of the wall jet at this point. In fact, we need the value of the velocity for an ambient 
temperature of 20°C corresponding to the calibration of the hot wire and the local mean 
temperature for the same point to obtain the exact velocity profile. 

4. Results 

4.1. Temperature profiles 

We have chosen different positions located along the plate and established tempera
ture profiles perpendicular to the plate for three separate heights of the heating tungsten 
wire. We have measured the temperature difference between the local mean temperature 
T, and the ambient mean temperature Ta of 293 K. All data are reported with respect 
to the height of the convergent exit hs. 
4.1.1. Wire is continuously heated with a power 

= 78 W /m for hfhs = 0.375, 
= 80 W /m for hfhs =: 0.750, 
= 70.4 W /m for hfh, = 1. 75. 

10* 
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680 M. F. SCIBILIA-CocHERIL AND J. LUAP 

In fact, this power varies according to the position of the tungsten wire with respect 
to the flow which produces a resistance variation. We obtain maximum temperature 
variations of about 1 0°C and we can see in Fig. 3 that the thermal dissipation is very rapid. 
We have observed two peaks for every profile except for the points near the heat line 
source. 
4.1.2. When the tungsten wire is heated intermittently by a quadratic . signal of period 
of two seconds with the same power as the continuous heating, we obtain a maximum 

st 
x/h5 ·25 

\ 
\ 1 

\ f 

_ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __ j_ _ ____ _ _ _}_ ___ ___ --~~----- __ h/h,· o.m 
0~~----~----~--~--------~--------~--------~--~~ 

11.26 15 11.5 20 25 30 35 scfhs 

FIG. 3 . . Temperature profiles with continuous heating. 

,., _____ __ 
6 

s 

3 

2 

11.25 

F1q. 4. Temperature profiles with int~Imittent heating T = 2 s. 
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of about 6°C (Fig. 4) that represents slightly more than half of the maximum obtained 
by continuous heating; this is due to the thermal inertia. When we compare these tempera
ture profiles with the curves giving the turbulence rate curves (Fig. 5), we note that 
their behaviour is identical except in the neighbourhood of the heating lino source. In 
fact, the peaks of the turbulence rates correspond approximately to the temperature 
peak. The shift which exists is due to the fact that a part . of the heat is absorbed by the 
plate. Doing the energy balance, we can see that a part of the heat dissipated by the Joule 
in the tungsten wire is absorbed by the wall (33% for hfhs = 0.375, 20% for hfh~ = 1. 75). 
We also remarked in the figure that the thermal dissipation was very rapid. 

y/hs x/hs=25 x/hs·30 _2 
7 

\ \ 2~ 
# 

' 
u, 

6 

x/hs=20 
5 

• 
x/h5 ·15 1 4 

3 
x/h5=11.25 ~ • 

} 2 ~ </ .... 
1 

I ) ..... I I .> r • a 
11.25 16 20 25 30 35 scjhs 

FIG. 5. Turbulence rates yu'2 fu,. 

4.2. Velocity profiles 

We made a vertical exploration along the plate with the hot wire anemometer at the 
same points as for temperature profiles. First we ~made a series of profiles without a tungs!en 
wire and then in the presence of the unheating tungsten wire (Fig.. 6). Comparing these 
velocity profiles, we can conclude that the dynamic perturbation is negligible; in the 
vicinity of the wire it remains within 5%. 

From the velocity profiles obtained at 293 K and from the temperature profiles, we 
calculated the new velocity profile taking account of the local mean ·temperature in the 
presence of an intermittent heating. We used the correction based on the REID and SHER

WOOD formula (§ 3). We chose four abscissas for three different heights of the tungsten 
wire (Fig. 7). 

Comparing the results with velocity profiles obtained without heating, we concluded 
that for h/h. = 0.375 the ·profile are slightly modified by the presence of the heat line 
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-- without the tungsten wire 
Us • zms-1 h/hs•0.75 

--,_ in the presence or the tungsten wire 

y/hs 

FIG. 6. Velocity profiles. 

o without heating 
• with heating rLn...r 
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j . ~ 
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FIG. 7. Corrected velocity profiles. 

source because a third of the energy is absorbed by the wall. For two other heights: hfhs = 

= 0.75 and hfhs = 1.75, we could see that the maximum perturbation is of the order of 
8%, which is small. 

4.3. Evaluation of the flux rates 

We made a tentative of experiments to obtain the mass flux rates based on the mass 
flux rate at the exit of the convergent, · 
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00 

qfqo = J eudyfeoouoohs 
0 
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with and without the heat tungsten wire for 4 abscissas in Fig. 8. We took account of the 
correction of the velocity due to the temperature variations and the variation of e with 
the temperature 

Without heating the jet we can see that the mass flux: rate grows up with the abscissa 
and reaches a maximum for xfxh = 30. When the tungsten wire is heated by a quadratic 
signal, the mass flux rate grows up a little (10%) more. It would be interesting to study 
what exactly occurs at the free boundary of the jet in the presence of heat transfer. 

z 

5. Conclusion 

h/hs=0.75 
o without heating 
• with heating 

.J1....fL 

FIG. 8. Mass flow rates. 

A thermal and dynamical study of the wall jet has been realized in a wind tunnel 
giving a wall jet above a metal plate in the presence of a line source heated either continu
ously, or intermittently by a quadratic signal of a period of 2 s. The temperature 
profiles obtained showed that the thermal dissipation was very rapid. These profiles gen
erally present two peaks whose behaviour is similar to the turbulence rates profiles with 
a shift depending on wall heat absorption more or less important according to the location 
of the heat line source. The maximal temperature fluctuations are about l0°C for~ continu
ous heating and 6°C for an intermittent one. The heat line source is considered as 
passive contaminant. 
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684 M. F. SCIBILIA-CocHERIL AND J. LUAP 

We then studied the consequences of this thermal dissipation on the dynamic behaviour 
of the jet. Velocity profiles were set up with the Reid and Sherwood hypothesis according 
to which A and v depend ~n Tin the King law. The velocity difference between the case 
without heating and the case with intermittent heating was about 8%. It would be in
teresting to pursue the study with intermittent signals of different forms and periods and 
to study the thermal and dynamic behaviour of the wall jet in the presence o( these heat 
line sources. 

We thank Dr A. LASEK for initiating this work, for this encouragements and for useful 
discussions. 
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